University of Kentucky
Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering

GRADUATE STUDENT RECRUITMENT EVENT

WHEN
January 19-21, 2017

WHERE
Department of Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY

JOIN US FRIDAY TO:
• Meet potential faculty advisors
• Visit with current graduate students
• Tour the department, lab facilities, research farms and UK’s campus

SATURDAY’S EVENTS:
• Tour of Lexington
• Visit local cultural destinations

TO APPLY
Submit the following to Dr. Alicia Modenbach by midnight on January 2nd, 2017:
• Application
• Résumé
• Transcript (Unofficial)

WWW.UKY.EDU/BAE/RECRUITMENT

COMES JOIN OUR TEAM!

INVITED STUDENTS WILL BE PROVIDED WITH LODGING AND MEALS.

TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE!

GRADUATE RESEARCH AREAS • Bioenvironmental Engineering • Food and Bioprocessing • Controlled Environment • Machine Systems Automation

CONTACT
Alicia Modenbach
Engineer Associate for Academics
128 CE Barnhart Building
859.257.1265
alicia.modenbach@uky.edu